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Stay in the know, when it matters most

Predict the worst and perform to your best

Flex it with flexible self-service and automation
 
Turn mundane tracking transactions into
memorable experiences

Transform tracking moments into recurring
revenue opportunities

Redefine returns as an effortless profit center

Keep positive feedback close, negative ones closer 

Enforce accountability and make every shipping
dollar count

Turn shipping data into insights that inspire action
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WHY E-COMMERCE POST-PURCHASE IS A
HUGE MISSED OPPORTUNITY

The 'post-purchase' is an integral, but often overlooked function in any e-
commerce business. A successful post-purchase strategy has two parts.
One is your post-purchase customer experience — that ensures your
customers have an hassle-free 'order delivery' and 'return or exchange'
experience. And two is your post-purchase operations — that ensures your
'shipping' and 'returns operations' are optimized for cost, productivity, and
efficiency. Simply put, when done right, your post-purchase has the
potential to boost customer loyalty, efficiency and your profits.

That said, let's see why post-purchase is a huge missed opportunity for
most businesses out there.

Now the question one should ask is: On whom does the onus of perfecting the
post-purchase really fall? The answer is: on everyone — from marketing to
sales, to operations and customer service. Bringing all business functions
together and working towards excelling in both, your post-purchase customer
experience and operations at every stage of the process is vital.

of customer support team's
time and effort is WASTED
handling repetitive delivery
and return related inquiries 

of revenue is LOST because
businesses don't encourage
repeat purchases during order
and return tracking moments

 30% 12%
Up to

20%
Up to

of charges on shipping invoices 
are INCORRECT due to billing errors
and charges despite service failures;
all eligible for 100% refunds
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65% 78%

WHICH POST-PURCHASE ISSUES POSE THE
BIGGEST THREAT 

The friction points that hurt customer experience and loyalty occur mostly
after orders have been shipped. Knowing what’s coming and staying
ahead of delivery and return-related issues is key to perfecting post-
purchase. Regardless of who your shipping partner is, some hard truths
that you deal with are:

But there’s no need for stress — the next section will cover everything
you need to know about creating an e-commerce post-purchase
strategy that will improve customer experience, boost customer
retention, and reduce shipping cost this Holiday Season and beyond.

of shipments face ISSUES
such as late delivery,
attempted-failed delivery,
lost or damaged in transit

of online merchants
are HIGHLY concerned
about severe supply
chain disruptions 

of shoppers are
worried about their
orders NOT reaching
them on time

of all products that
are purchased from
e-commerce retailers
are RETURNED

of customer support
inquiries are WISMO
(Where Is My Order)
or RETURN related

82%

of shoppers won't buy
from a brand again
after ONE bad delivery
or return experience

35%
Up to

20%
Up to

40%
Up to

E-commerce post-purchase issues mentioned above are nothing out of the
ordinary, even during times like the Holiday Season. The impact they have
has been catastrophic — wrecking customer experience, straining
customer support teams, and ultimately threatening your profit margins. 
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IMPACT

With deep shipping insights, precisely act on delivery errors
and carrier performance trends to optimize fulfillment
operations, on-time efficiency, and reduce shipping costs.

[1] Stay in the know, when it matters most

A) Track your shipments in real-time; across carriers and 3PLs you use 

Gain real-time visibility of your shipments, even after packages have left
your facility — across carriers, 3PL service providers, service types, and
locations, to have a true and unified view of your fulfillment operations.

B) Dive deep into delivery exceptions and on-time performance trends

Gain a commanding and consolidated view of all delivery issues and on-
time performance trends to intervene before they can adversely affect
your customers and the efficiency of your order fulfillment operations.
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67% of respondents in Microsoft’s Global State of Customer
Service report said proactive customer service notifications are
favorable. Proactive customer engagement improves retention.

[2] Predict the worst and perform to your best

A) Proactively resolve delivery issues by learning about them before they
impact your customers 

Trigger proactive alerts on your helpdesk for parcels with critical delivery
issues such as in-transit with delay, suspected lost, failed delivery attempt or
damaged during transit to enable your support agents to proactively address
and alleviate the negative impact of such issues on your customers.

B) Provide support agents the context they need to extend fast and
exceptional customer service

Empower support agents with information related to customer order delivery
and return status inside your helpdesk so they can quickly respond and
proactively resolve post-purchase issues without switching between tools.

Proactively
communicate and

resolve issue

Get proactive alerts
for delivery issues

IMPACT
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View Delivery &
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Trigger alert
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MESSAGES

Your order shipped with FEDEX is
out for delivery. You can track your
package here:
https://tinyurl.com/2s3nk6tw

Team Le Marbella 

Now

Dear Adriana,

[3] Flex it with flexible self-service and automation 

A) Enable your customers to track
their 'Order Delivery' and 'Return'
status without needing any help

Let customers check the status of
their deliveries any time they need
to. Embed a 24x7 order lookup
widget on your website and chat
tool to make tracking self-service.

IMPACT

Reduce up to 70% of post-purchase, WISMO (Where Is My
Order), and Return-related customer inquiries, allowing
support agents the time to focus on more pressing issues. 

B) Automate notifications (e-mail and
SMS) to reduce WISMO (Where Is My
Order) and return-related inquiries  
 
From 'shipped' to 'delivered' to
'return status', automate e-mail and
SMS notifications at every step of the
post-purchase package journey to
keep customers informed and reduce
support inquiries significantly.
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[4] Turn mundane tracking transactions into
memorable experiences

Sending customers to a carrier's website to track their order is old world.
While you're in complete control of your customers' buying experiences, why
not their tracking experience? Provide a Branded Order Tracking Page so you
can boost brand recall, customer delight, and engagement post-purchase. 

Improve brand recall, post-purchase customer delight and
engagement by 4x with Branded Order Tracking pages.

IMPACT
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Increase recurring revenue by up to 12% from repeat
purchases during 'order' and 'return' tracking moments and
turn your post-purchase into a marketing channel of its own. 

On average, online shoppers track their orders 6 to 8 times before delivery.
That's 6 to 8 opportunities to re-engage with your customers and drive
more sales. Take advantage of your 'Delivery Notifications (Email + SMS)'
and 'Branded Order Tracking Page' to boost repeat purchases with
personalized product recommendations and targeted marketing campaigns.

[5] Transform tracking moments into recurring
revenue opportunities

IMPACT
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IMPACT

92% of shoppers will buy again if the returns experience is
easy (Invespcro). Encourage exchanges or store credits
over refunds and retain revenue from up to 50% of returns. 

[6] Redefine returns as an effortless profit center

A) Automate returns to make it effortless and boost buyer confidence

Offer an on-demand, self-service portal for customers to return items
they wish to, in the way they prefer — be it a refund, store credit, or even
an exchange. Automate return approval (and denial), shipping label
creation, and return status notifications to save time, effort, and money.

B) Retain revenue by encouraging exchanges or store credits over refunds

Preference-based returns (e.g., size, fit, color, or style mismatch) make
up for a majority of online returns. Nudging and incentivizing customers
to exchange an item or accept store credits with additional discounts,
rather than a refund will help you save a lost sale and retain profits.

Initiate Return

Pick Return Method

Select Item

Choose Reason

Print Label & Complete
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70% of consumers are likely to purchase exclusively from
brands that understand them and their needs (Hubspot).
Decode customer feedback to evaluate and optimize your
'shipping', 'delivery', and 'returns' operations. 

[7] Keep positive feedback close, negative ones closer

IMPACT

Capturing customer feedback about their post-purchase experience after
completing their 'delivery' or 'return' is vital for understanding customer
satisfaction and making improvements that really matter. 

Adopting metrics like the average Delivery Satisfaction Score (DSAT) and
Return Satisfaction Score (RSAT) for every customer will help you gauge the
true efficiency and effectiveness of your post-purchase process. 
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IMPACT

Reduce your shipping cost by up to 20% through shipping
refunds and also receive better service by holding carriers
accountable to their service-level agreement.  

Holding your shipping carriers accountable can help you receive better
service quality and reduce costs. Under the Money-back Guarantee policy
of shipping carriers, you can claim refunds for over 50 service failures and
billing errors like late deliveries, incorrect surcharges, unused shipping
labels, and lost or damaged shipments. 

Identifying and filing claims with carriers is time-consuming and laborious.
You can simply use an automated parcel audit solution to recover shipping
refunds and save up to 20% on your shipping cost.

[8] Enforce accountability and make every shipping
dollar count
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IMPACT

For every e-commerce business, shipping analytics is a vital tool to drive
operational and cost efficiency. The basis for a successful post-purchase
strategy lies in in-depth reporting and hard insights to guide your supply
chain decision-making. 

To gain this intelligence, take advantage of reporting tools that tell you
more about On-time Delivery Performance (across shipping carriers,
service types, and geographies), Shipping Spend Analysis, Exceptions and
Refunds, Post-purchase Customer Engagement (with your notifications and
tracking page) and Returns Analytics (to understand most returned
products, return reasons, refunds issued, exchanges) and more.

[9] Turn shipping data into insights that inspire action

Armed with the intelligence from shipping analytics and
insights you can drive operational efficiency, reduce
shipping costs, and better meet customer demands.
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Want to deliver delight with every order you ship? 
Want to drive repeat purchases during order tracking? 
Want to build return experiences that retain profits? 
And lastly, want to reduce your shipping costs by up to 20%?  

Look no further. LateShipment.com is the world’s only all-in-one 
post-purchase success platform for e-commerce retailers, D2C brands and
businesses shipping small parcels, no matter their size or shipping volume. 

Our Post-purchase Success platform includes:

Delivery Experience Management (DEM): To build memorable order delivery
experiences and boost recurring revenue during order tracking moments.

Returns Experience Management (REM): To make returns hassle-free with
flexible return options and smart automations to help retain revenue.

Parcel Audit and Shipping Refunds: To save big on shipping costs through
automated shipping refunds and drive supply-chain optimization with in-
depth shipping analytics and insights.

LateShipment.com seamlessly integrates with 600+ Shipping Carriers and
Business Tools that include E-commerce platforms, Order Management
Systems, Helpdesks, and Marketing Automation tools to help you drive post-
purchase experiences and shipping cost savings, at scale. 

HOW LATESHIPMENT.COM CAN HELP 
POWER YOUR POST-PURCHASE SUCCESS

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON, DRIVE POST-PURCHASE
SUCCESS WITH LATESHIPMENT.COM Learn More
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